Entry Form

PLEASE REVIEW RULES BEFORE COMPLETING ENTRY FORM. All entries must be received by February 1, 2005. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED. E-mail entries to fissea-contest@nist.gov.

Name of submitter: K Rudolph, CISSP

Organization: Native Intelligence, Inc.

Email: kaie@nativeintelligence.com

Type of entry (poster, website, and/or trinket): Trinket

Title of Entry: Security Awareness Fortune Cookies

Description of Entry: To introduce a new security officer to the staff at a location of less than 300, we recommend buying fortune cookies. Using gloves and tweezers remove the original fortunes and insert your own security-related fortunes. The security officer tours the facility meeting the end users and handing out security fortunes. We learned this trick from Richard Heron in Australia. This is inexpensive and fun for the end users, who form good associations with the new security officer.